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H

ere are few odd things that have happened in history
during this month.

6 November 1923: Germany inflated too far
There were riots in Germany over hyperinflation. The
German mark sank to 4,210,500,000,000 to the American
dollar, temporarily making bank robberies and mugging
crimes of the past: money was not worth stealing anymore. A
loaf of bread cost 200 million marks: Workers’ taking their wages home
in wheelbarrows was a common sight.
7 November 1872: The beginning of a mystery
The Mary Celeste – not Marie Celeste – sailed out of New York and into maritime
lore. She was later found abandoned, but tales of the table being set for a meal and
still-warm cups of tea are the stuff of fantasy. The ship’s sextant and chronometer are
missing, as is the only lifeboat, apparently something caused the crew to abandon ship.
12 November 1035: Death of a joking king
King Canute of England, Denmark and Norway died. He did indeed take his throne
to the edge of the sea to show sycophantic courtiers that all power has its limitations,
and not even he could command the waves to be still.
24 November 1434: The River Thames turns to ice
This day saw the first recorded instance of the river Thames in London freezing.
Throughout the so-called Little Ice Age of c1350–1850 the river commonly froze,
and Frost Fairs were held on the ice.
28 November 1859: Death of a myth-maker
The American writer Washington Irving died. He was probably responsible for the
myth that many Spaniards opposed Christopher Columbus’s 1492 voyage to the
East Indies (during which he landed in the Americas) because they feared he would
sail off the edge of a flat earth.
So, after digesting these amazing pieces of trivia, sit back and relax and enjoy the
rest of this jamb-packed edition of your favourite local magazine.
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Glimpses of Our Past
Lest we forget

T

Cenotaph in Cobble Hill, Dedication 1920

he First World War
ended at the eleventh
hour, of the eleventh day,
of the eleventh month of
1918. With its origins rooted
in the political posturing
of the often oppressive
regimes of 19th century
Europe’s major powers,
the bloodiest conflict the
world had yet seen came to
a close. The toll in military
and civilian casualties of at
was over 40 million with 20
million deaths and 21 million wounded. The deaths
included 9.7 million military
personnel and about 10
million civilians.
On 4 August, 1914 when
Great Britain declared war
on the German Empire,
Canada, as a dominion
of the British Empire was
automatically included. The
Canadian population was
just under 8 million with
approximately 80% born in
Britain or of British descent.

Young men flocked to defend
the “mother country,” and on
1 October, the first Canadian
Division sailed for England
to train.
The first Canadian casualties were four midshipmen
on HMS Good Hope at the
Battle of Corumel 80 miles
off the Chilean coast on 1
November. Malcolm Cann,
John Hatheway, William
Palmer, and Arthur Silver
were all graduates of the first
class of the Royal Navy College of Canada, established
in Halifax, NS in 1911.
The 1st Canadian
Division arrived in France
in February, and served in
the second battle of Ypres
from 22 – 28 April. It was
here that chlorine gas was
first used, and there were
6,000 Canadian casualties.
Other major western front
battles where Canadians
served were Mount Sorell,
2 -13 June, 1916 with 8,000

Canadian casualties, the
Somme, where (on 1 July
the Royal Newfoundland
Regiment suffered 684
casualties out of 780 combatants – Newfoundland
and Labrador was not yet a
Canadian province) Canadian troops joined the battle
in September and suffered
24,029 killed and wounded.
Vimy Ridge 9- 12 April, 1917
cost 10,602, Passchendaele
from the 26 of October to
the 14 of November brought
15,654 more casualties, and
Amiens, 8 – 11 August,
1918 saw 9,074 dead and
wounded. Throughout the
four years, three months and
seven days of war, Canadians
served in the trenches that
stretched across Europe
and 59,544 died, 51,748 as a

direct result of combat.
The last Canadian killed,
at 10:58 am 11 November,
1918, was George Lawrence
Price, a 25 year old farm
worker from Nova Scotia.
The First World War
was, sadly, not “the war to
end wars” that was hoped
for. The punitive terms
imposed on Germany
combined with the Great
Depression set the scene for
the rise of ultranationalist
movements in Germany,
Italy and Japan, leading to a
far greater conflict scarcely
two decades later.
On 13 November, at 7 p.m.
in the Youth Hall, Jim Ward
will give a presentation from
his Pioneer Map. For more
information, please email
Contact@CobbleHillHistory.org
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Ask a Teky

Using your phone or tablet as a computer
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W

hy not?
I see fewer and fewer
reasons to need a computer
for what most people do. So
why not use the power and
features of your phone or
tablet instead of maintaining
a computer?
Is it hard to hold the
device while you type on the
screen? Answer: You can just
prop it up (many stands are
available) and use a standard
wired or wireless keyboard/
mouse. Most phones and
tablets allow this.
Is it hard to see because
of the small screen? Answer:
You can cast it, or connect it,
to a big screen. Most phones
and tablets can wirelessly
cast pictures, sounds, and

(mention this ad & save)
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videos to a nearby smart
device with a bigger screen.
This works great for reading
and streaming, although
there is a bit of a delay which
can make mousing and
keyboarding difficult.
If you want to go “all the
way” and use a keyboard,
mouse, and monitor with
your phone or tablet, you
will want to plug those
peripherals into your device.
Most Android and Windows
devices allow this.
I was recently impressed
with Samsung’s DeX Pad,
which allows you to plug a
Galaxy S8 or S9 smartphone
into keyboard, mouse, and
monitor . . . effectively turning
your smartphone into a

Siding
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A beautiful Vancouver Island home needs ongoing maintenance
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functional desktop computer
that fits in your pocket. Using
this setup, the icons spread
out to give you a full-screen
experience, DeX-aware
apps expand to use the
available “real estate,” and
non-aware apps still work
fine in smaller portrait or
landscape windows.
Of course, if you would
rather separate your phone/
tablet and desktop experiences, there are inexpensive
options that make it easy
to switch between devices:
Chromebox, Chromebit,
Chrometop, and Chromebook are all relatively inexpensive devices that give
you a similar experience to
Android/iOS without the

complexity and expense of
Windows or OS X.
Yes, there are situations
where you just need the
full-meal deal, but those
situations are dwindling.
More and more, traditional
desktop/laptop programs are
being “replaced” by webbased services, or Android/
iOS apps, that are equivalent.
Even gaming and virtual
reality (VR) are possible with
a smartphone: the hardware
cost is a fraction of computerbased gaming/VR, and
the experience is nearly as
diverse and impressive.
It’s something to consider
the next time you go to
replace your aging Windows
or Mac computer.
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Cat Column

Cat proofing your home, part 1

S

o you’ve just adopted a cat!
You will be bringing her
home tomorrow! Here’s what
you need to know before you
do! Make sure your home is
“cat proofed”!
Cats are like children!
They’re curious, mischievous
and playful little trouble
makers at times! All too
often, they don’t know what’s
good for them. That’s why
they need us, their primary
caregivers, to be diligent
in making sure our homes
are clean and safe for their
curious nature. Haven’t
you ever heard the saying,
“curiosity killed the cat”?
Sometimes nine lives just
aren’t enough!
If you think about it,

much of cat safety is really
just common sense. But
there are also some very
specific traits common only
to cats that we also need to
know about to keep them
out of harm’s way. A good
place to start is considering
what you use every day in
your home that might be
toxic. Cleaning supplies are
some of the most hazardous
materials found in every
home. Air fresheners, ammonia, liquid dish soap,
dishwashing detergent,
disinfectant, fabric softener,
furniture polish, glass
cleaner, insecticides, scouring powders like comet
and heavy duty cleaning
chemicals for cars and

boats, etc, are all common
hazards, not only for your
cat, but also for anyone
in your home. Consider
switching to effective
natural home cleaners
such as baking soda
and vinegar and water
solutions.
With all the natural
remedies people are
turning towards, another thing to
consider, which might
surprise you, is essential
oils. Although people can use
them for healing and wellness, the latest research has
proven that most essential
oils are toxic to cats. Cats
lack a certain enzyme
in their liver needed to
process essential oils, so
regular use can cause build
up very quickly. Did you

know that a cat’s sense of
smell is far greater than
ours? They are highly sensitive to anything synthetic or
otherwise even
fragrant, and they can ingest
substances just through
their sense of smell alone.
If you use essential oils in
your home, keep them out
of your cats reach, and if you
diffuse, do it sparingly for
moments at a time. Don’t
make it an all-day thing.
Here is a list of essential oils
that are most toxic to cats:
Peppermint, oregano, clove,
sage, citrus oils, lavender, tea
tree oil, cinnamon, wintergreen,
thyme, birch, bergamot, pine
and spruce. Additionally, don’t
use synthetic air fresheners
as cats’ sense of smell is
highly sensitive to these.
To be continued...

Planning Tomorrows
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Future of ageing

have access to life extension
first? All these questions
cascade into even more
questions to which we have
no easy answers.
If this does transpire we
need to build protections
into our systems to prevent
abuse, the loss of democratic
norms and environmental
degradation. Before we allow
life extension we should

T

he first person to live
to 1,000 may be alive
today. This intoxicating
headline presents a boatload
of questions that need to be
answered before any such
eventuality is initiated. If
the statement is true, and
the technology to enable
such a social, cultural
transformation is indeed
possible it will be used and
we may be unable to stop it.
One can already imagine
the implications of such a
change in the longevity of
individual existence. The
debate can rage for millennia
on the benefits of such a globe
altering technology. What
would it imply for social
issues, the environment,
democracy, employment
and finances?
I can imagine thousands

of questions. Here are a few.
What happens to population
growth? How do you handle
it? Does it become environmentally unsustainable?
How does it influence
government decisions?
What demographic gains
control? How is healthcare
affected? How much longer
do people work and is
unemployment increased?
How does financial planning
change? How do family
dynamics change when there
are numerous generations
still alive? Do you allow
extended livers to procreate?
What happens to one’s
memories, opinions, social
outlooks, and voting patterns?
Do we become wiser, more
liberal or more conservative?
How does it affect poor
people since the rich will

explore the ability for these
technologies to enhance
health as we age to minimize
the burden of ageing on
families, the healthcare
system and taxpayers.
That would be an obvious
implementation of such
radical medical procedures.
Something we know could
improve life on earth, not
potentially harm it.
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Canine Friends

My dog takes revenge when I leave him... or does he?

4515 Lanes Rd, Cowichan Bay
By appointment only
250-709-2840

Karen Nixdorf
International Certified Master Groomer
Expert grooming in a quiet cozy spa

“My dog pees on the carpet/
bed/...[fill in the blank]...
when I leave him home alone.”

T

he fact is that dogs do
not exact revenge.
However, dogs (like humans)
may urinate or defecate in
the house for various reasons:
• when they are scared;
• when they are under stress;
• when they are left alone
for too long;
• if housetraining has not
been completed;
• when elderly and incapable
of holding it in;
• when puppies, and 		
incapable of holding it in;
• when certain health 		
problems are present.

Dogs do not urinate or
defecate out of revenge, but
we may see urinating on
the owner’s bed as part of
separation anxiety.
Consequently, punishing
the dog by shouting, yelling
or becoming physical, will
only increase his anxiety and
make him fearful of you.
If the dog is cowering,
hiding, or “looking guilty”
when you come home and
find pee or poop on the
carpet, he is reacting to your
anger, not “being guilty”.
He would react in the same
way whether the pee or poop
was there or not, so long
as you are angry. If this
happens repeatedly, he may

associate pee or poop on the
carpet and your arrival home
with unpleasantness and
even start cowering before
you discover the accident.
Revenge is a human
“quality.” Dogs don’t do that.
If your dog is urinating or
defecating when home alone,
first ask your veterinarian to
exclude any medical reasons.

Small-Medium sized Dogs

Then contact a well qualified
dog behaviour consultant
for help.
Next month: What Makes a
Dog Love a Person?
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Stitch, Rip and Glue

R

embrance Day is when
we honour those from
past wars and present
conflicts, who served our
country, protected our rights,
freedoms and values. A few
years ago Cowichan Press
helped create a family book
beginning with our Dad
and Grandfather’s military
records. Dad, H. J. Chandler,
born in Fort York joined
the army at 15, underage to
hold a rank he was called
Boy Chandler and served
for 21 years in Canada and
overseas in the Ordnance
Corp as was Granddad,
F. E. Chandler who served
in both WW I and II. He
immigrated to Canada to
serve as his family forbid
him to join the army and

disowned him when he did.
In August 2017 I took
my granddaughters Haeley
and Sydnae who were then
19 and 17 to Oerlinghausen,
Germany to learn of their
Great-grandfather’s history.
My husband’s father, Hans
and his Uncle Edwin were
sent to Guatemala and
Singapore before WW II
and they lived in Hanover
where their neighbour was
the President of Germany
before Hitler. This was
pivotal for them to know as
we are sure it was the reason
they were sent to save
them from going to war.
Edwin’s Granddaughter
Irene and her husband Inho
(pronounced Eno) showed
us paperwork that had the

JOBS DONE RIGHT
HOME MAINTENANCE INSIDE & OUT
VACATION SECURITY CHECKS
ODD JOBS
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR

CALL ISABELLE’S TEAM: 250-533-9697
jobsdoneright@shaw.ca

“Third Reich Stamp” on it to WW I they had no money
prove they were not Jewish. for headstones. Ernest died
Inho himself escaped from of diphtheria and the twins
East Germany before the wall of the Spanish flu which was
came down. Irene and Inho virulent around the world.
are like most Germans as
The grounds keeper
they still feel the need to
measured the ground to
apologize for the previous
locate their resting place
generations actions. As we
and with my niece Cheryl
talked about it not only
I was honoured to place
was it very emotional but it carnations on their graves.
reminded us that not only
All of our stories, like many
is the past scarred by war but others, revolves around
it passes onto generations
wars, many that are still
to come.
happening. Please share
On 25 September I
your history with your
visited the City of Norway
family. There is no country
Cemetery in Toronto where or race that has not been
my Uncles Ernest (8 ½ years) affected by war and it will
and William and Harry
help our new generations to
(7 months old) are buried.
understand how fortunate
Our grandfather on Dad’s
we all are to live as we
side was in the army and
do today because of the
sacrifices of others serving
lived in Fort York where
250-743-2858
Dad was born. At the end of in past and present wars.

CAROLYN CARR
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Shawnigan Lake, BC V0R 2W2
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MILL BAY COMMUNITY
LEAGUE
AGM
Please Join Us

Tuesday, November 20 from 7-9pm
MBCL Hall
1035 Shawnigan/Mill Bay Rd.
Mill Bay BC V0R2P2

COME AND SUPPORT YOUR COMMUNITY

For more information or to volunteer to help please contact Maureen Alexander at dalexander2@shaw.ca We welcome your support.
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InSight

Ice pick headache

A

round once per week
I have a patient make
mention of a brief, sharp,
stabbing pain that seems to
emanate from in or around
the eye. The jabbing pains
occur suddenly and intermittently and usually last
less than a second up to a
few seconds, and certainly
no longer than one minute.
There may be a single stab
or a series of stabs and they
could occur up to 50 times
per day. The pain tends to
occur in the orbit around
the eye, in the temple, or in
the parietal area. There are
generally no other symptoms.
The term “ice pick
headache” is very descriptive
of this idiopathic (meaning
no other cause) headache
disorder. A more official
term is primary stabbing
headache. There are several
other names for this condition, including “needle- Migraines headaches are
in-the-eye-syndrome,”
typically a throbbing head
“sharp short-lived head
pain on one side that lasts
from 4 to 72 hours. Ice pick
pain.” “ophthalmodynia
periodica,”“idiopathic stabheadaches also occur more
bing headache,” and “jabs
frequently in people who
experience cluster headaches.
and jolts syndrome.”
Ice pick headaches occur Cluster headaches cause
more commonly in people
unilateral, severe, stabbing
who
suffer
from
migraines.
that 1usually lasts for
HollysCard:HollyCard 16/10/09 9:58pain
AM Page

Holly’s

SUPERIOR
CUTS
Unisex
Full Service Salon
& Tanning

250-743-7376

561 Meredith Road, Mill Bay
BC V0R 2P3

minutes to hours.
Ice pick headaches
and cluster
headaches often
occur in similar
locations. Other
conditions that
can cause similar
symptoms to ice
pick headaches are
trigeminal neuralgia and paroxysmal
hemicrania.
Ice pick
headaches are
common, but most
people experience
them so infrequently and briefly
that they do not seek
medical attention.
Treatment of
ice pick headache
can be challenging and would
be something
to pursue with
your family doctor. Some
patients find relief with
medication that helps
prevent other types of
headaches. A medication
called indomethacin can also
help in some cases.
Another type of headache
syndrome that is related to
the eye is called “short-lasting

unilateral neuralgiform
headache with conjunctival
injection and tearing” or
SUNCT for short. This rare
condition usually occurs
in men over 50 years of age.
The pain is very severe, lasts
from 5 seconds to 5 minutes,
can occur up to 200 times
per day, is unilateral, and is
located around the orbit. It is
associated with eye redness,
tearing, eyelid swelling, and
ptosis (drooping eyelid).
Patients frequently
present to their Optometrist
with complaints of headaches
and pain in or around the eyes.
It is certainly recommended
to have a complete eye exam
as part of the headache investigation. There are several
conditions that cause pain
in or around the eye that
constitute ocular emergencies
and can be vision and/or life
threatening. It is also very
important to report headaches
and associated symptoms to
your family doctor so they
can fully investigate and
refer for blood work and
neuroimaging, when
indicated. Luckily, in the
majority of cases, the ocular
examination is normal in
patients with headaches.

hindering their performance. Worried about the aids falling off in rougher sports such as Rugby or
Basketball? Clips are available to secure the aids to your shirt in case they fall out of your ears. Make sure
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to have bike
helmets,
and caps these
properly fitted to improve comfort and reduce any
interference with your hearing aids. When finished your activity, be sure to clean the hearing aids with
your cleaning kit. You can also purchase a dry-aid kit, which stores your hearing aids overnight and helps
pull any residual moisture out of the hearing aid. So, don’t sweat it when it comes to using your hearing
aids in sport, just do it!

Sound Advice

Sports and hearing aids-no sweat

B

eing physically active is
essential for our general
health. Hearing well is essential
exercise for our brains. For
those of us with hearing loss,
the question arises; is it
feasible to wear hearing aids
when participating in sports?
The answer is a resounding
YES. Being in tune with your
team and your environment
will enhance fun and improve
safety. Team sports rely on
good communication. If you
can’t hear well, you might
miss a call or misunderstand
the ref. For those of you who
like to jog or hike alone, your

hearing aids keep you in tune
with what is going on around
you, increasing your safety
when out and about. If you
are someone who enjoys
listening to music while
exercising, many hearing aids
can be connected to your
smart phone, delivering the
music directly to your ears.
Simply pick your play list, set
your workout, and go for it.
Many hearing aid users
express concern over the
security of the aids on their
ears and the exposure of the
aids to excessive moisture due
to sweating. Not to worry!

With a few precautionary
measures, you can safely
use your hearing aids while
participating in your favourite activities. To deal with
moisture problems, small
covers are available to
protect your hearing aids
from moisture and dirt
without hindering their
performance. Worried
about the aids falling off
in rougher sports such as
Rugby or Basketball? Clips
are available to secure the
aids to your shirt in case they
fall out of your ears. Make

Valleyview Centre,Cobble Hill

Dr Terence Miranda, AuD,RAud

250-743-3337
tmiranda@resonancehearingclinic.com
www.resonancehearingclinic.com

sure to have bike helmets,
hoods, and caps these
properly fitted to improve
comfort and reduce any
interference with your
hearing aids. When finished
your activity, be sure to clean
the hearing aids with your
cleaning kit. You can also
purchase a dry-aid kit, which
stores your hearing aids
overnight and helps pull
any residual moisture out
of the hearing aid. So, don’t
sweat it when it comes to
using your hearing aids in
sport, just do it!
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Time Flies
Vote for democracy

C

anada’s Weed Wednesday 17 October, 2018
has come as promised during
the last election, B.C. Local
Government Elections
and two Cowichan Valley
Regional District Referenda
have been decided 20 October,
the Provincial Referendum
on Electoral Reform 22
October is over, and on a
less local note, U.S. Midterm
elections 6 November redone
with. Since I am writing this
before these have happened,
what will change following
these electoral promises
and votes?
Democracy is a messy

business and especially
referenda, and if I had a word
of advice to give our elected
it would be to be careful what
you ask. For example, if you
lean over your fence to ask
the neighbour how to get rid
of ear wigs, and she says,
“I’d ask my doctor about that
if I were you,” well people
don’t always hear the same
question. Governments who
ask referendum questions
like - check the yes box and
we’ll figure out the costs and
details later, really don’t
inspire confidence. Work
needs to be done before a
question is even considered,

especially if the referendum
question is binding on the
government, to raise taxes,
for example. There is no
better example of a damaging referendum question
today, than the unfolding
Brexit debacle.
It is clear that some
leaders and their supporters
today want less democracy,
and set about eroding it
‘for the good of the people,’
they say. The vitally important lessons of fascism,
Stalinist dictatorship and
the fight for democracy, are
fading. Many younger people
according to research, feel
less commitment to democratic institutions, when it
is they who have the most
to lose in a general drift

towards authoritarianism.
Our votes and our voices
preserve our democracy so
it is important to be aware
of the issues, and that
includes local issues. Fortunately, we have our local
paper, The Cowichan Valley
Citizen, magazines and local
websites. Yet voter turnout in
local government elections
is low. It’s entirely up to us
to select well informed,
hard working, community
spirited members to local
government.
Young people at Bench
School in Cowichan Bay
were given the chance to
listen and ask questions of
candidates running for local
government office in October.
What an excellent idea.
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In the Garden
Glorious fungus time

L

ast year I started a project
to take a picture of every
kind of mushroom I found
in my garden. I stuck with
it until some fossil hunting
distracted me. Then I decided
to document every type of
fossil I have. Then I got
confused and gave up.

This year has thrown
me a gorgeous surprise!
The biggest mushroom I
have ever seen appeared at
the corner of a raised bed.
This guy was a monster and
was identified by Dustin,
the Mill Bay Garden Club’s
official mushroom man.

Dustin says this brute of a
fungus is called The Prince.
Now I thought that was a
recently departed rock star
but hey, it’s a mushroom too!
Doing some online
research revealed that The
Prince is officially Agaricus
augustus. For those of you
who enjoy details it’s in the
Basidiomycetes group - now
I ask you, who would not want
to be in that social group?
The Prince is found
mostly in the Pacific Northwest and curiously does not
grow under trees in forests
but prefers slightly disturbed
areas – like my raised bed!
I think most people know
that mushrooms are the
fruiting body of an extensive
underground fungal network
known as the mycelium.
Picking mushrooms does
not hurt the mycelium any
more that picking apples
damages the tree. The Prince
is edible according to the
books. I know quite a few

people who forage for wild
mushrooms with great
success. I like to forage for
Chanterelles but that’s as
far as I trust myself. I notice
that foraging at the local
grocery store also yields
good results!
The spores of a big
mushroom like this make
really interesting colour
prints on paper. If you snap
the cap off a mushroom
and put it gill side down on
the paper it will release its
spores. They will reflect the
pattern of the mushroom’s
underside. You may notice
that some mushrooms have
gills, some have pores and
some have veins.
It also helps to identify
mushrooms by taking a
peep under their cap. Some
will have a veil (like prince)
and some have a ring of
fungal tissue around their
stem. All these things can
help you identify your
garden mushrooms.

25 Years Experience Complete Carpet & Upholstery Care
n
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n
w
a Carpet Care Jody Stephens 250-743-2719 Cobble Hill
h
S
DEEP SOIL EXTRACTION WITH THE FINEST IN TRUCK MOUNTED SYSTEMS

Quality • Integrity • Thoroughness

REGULAR | COMPETITION

WIN a Gift Certificate of $50 Value
from COBBLE HILL TAXI

Gift Certificate • Debit • Visa • Mastercard • Interac • Shuttle Service • Cobblestone • Black Swan • Oceanfront • Hecate Park
Bay Pub • Masthead • Merridale • Enrico • Cherry Point • Thrifty Foods • Country Grocer • Valleyview • Kinsol Trestle • The Quarry

Masons Store • Brentwood College • Shawnigan Lake School • Wessex Inn • Mill Bay Ferry • Bamberton • Aitken and Fraser

NAME..............................................................................................................

Draw Date: 30 November, 2018. **No cash alternative available.
* Names and addresses will not be used for any other purpose.

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER*.................................................................. Simply complete your wordsearch and send it to: Cowichan Press
ADDRESS*..................................................................................................... 325 - 2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1 or drop it into the
Cowichan Press Inc. Office in the Mill Bay Centre.

..........................................................................................................................

Don’t forget to include your name, address and daytime contact telephone number**
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Mill Bay Fire Department
Bill C-45 / C-46 heads up

O

k people, did you forget
that our beautiful
Island was enveloped with
smoke for many days from
all the Forest Fires? If you
feel you must light a fire,
please don’t burn when
the smoke will be trapped
in the area. Consider your
neighbours please. Never

burn any garbage,
plastics, paper,
cardboard, tires,
construction and
demolition waste,
treated and painted
wood or rubber.
Recycle everything
you can!
With Festive
Holidays approaching, pay attention
when cooking as it
is very easy to get
distracted when
family and friends
are in and out of the
kitchen all day. Many
fires are also started
by candles, which
are used in traditional and
festive settings. The best
way to prevent fires is to
start by making sure you
have working smoke and
carbon monoxide alarms.
Planning to grow Pot?
Please consider consequences,
abide by licensing, relevant
building and fire codes and

remain diligent in researching the “how” as well as what
affect this can have on yourself, everyone around you
and Emergency Services if not
supervised and controlled.
Fire officials have warned
about the potential for
electrical, radiation and
fire hazards, creation or
exacerbation of moisture
with a risk of exposure to
mould and mildew, mites,
carbon monoxide, chemicals,
pesticides and fertilizers
within the reach of children,
accidental poisoning, unsafe
modifications to properties,
and risk of explosion. Firefighters worry about their
safety when and if they are
asked to enter a Grow-op,

especially with blazing hot
light-bulbs and elaborate
electrical set-ups. Recently,
a fire at a home in Surrey,
that was legally licensed to
grow medical marijuana,
claimed two lives. As this is
“new” to many, look at the
whole picture before you start.
If you are caught driving
while high, you will face a
fine of at least 1,000 dollars.
Penalties can also include up
to five years in prison for
cases that do not result in
injury or death, or life for
cases causing death.
Did you know: Christmas
is just two months away!
Check those light strands
and make sure they are safe
to use.

Office and House
Cleaning Services

Since 1991
Reliable and Trustworthy
References Available
Krisztina Gazsity
250-213-6832
krisz@shaw.ca

DAVID B. POPE | HICKS & CO. BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
WILLS • ESTATES • MEDIATION • REAL ESTATE • NOTARIES
dpope@shaw.ca 250-743-3245

24-2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay Shopping Centre, PO Box 83, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P0
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Local Talent
Small is beautiful

I

t’s a common misconception that it’s easier to paint
a small painting, or to write
a short article, than it is to
create a larger one. In reality,
it takes real discipline to craft
your work to fit a smaller
space and still have the desired
effect on your audience.
That’s what makes this
month’s Teeny Tiny Art
Works exhibit at PORTALS
Gallery in Duncan so
compelling. Running 5 – 29
November, this Cowichan
Valley Arts Council (CVAC)
event limits entries of wall
art to a maximum of 8” x 8,”
including frame. Sculptures,
pottery, and other threedimensional works must be
no more than 8” x 8” x 8.”

Painter Pauline Dueck,
a featured artist at Two Hoots
Gift Gallery, is one of 68
artists participating in this
year’s Teeny Tiny show. “They
take much longer per square
inch than a large painting,”
says Dueck of her small
acrylics. “There is less
background.” Compared to
the high degree of detail and
realism in her larger paintings
—some 48” x 36”—Dueck
says her small canvases have
a looser, more impressionistic
style. “I’m channelling my
inner van Gogh,” she says
with a laugh. “He liked to
work in complimentary
colours.” That’s one of the
things she’s doing for this
show, she says, to give her

small pieces more punch.
Of 315 registered
submissions, 75 to 100 will
be on view at PORTALS on
any given day. Fresh art will
be subbed in as buyers take
away their selections, and—a
fun new concept this year—
each day, CVAC volunteers
will rotate alternates into the
exhibit, creating what is, essentially, a new show every day.
The Teeny Tiny Art Works
show includes traditional
paintings and much more:
from the assemblages and
collages of Wilma Millette
to Travis Rankin’s metal art,
jewelry by Susan Whyte,
mosaics by Lin Backer, and
birdhouses by Julie Pyon. By
setting a maximum sales

price of $150 per piece,
CVAC aims to make these
original artworks widely
accessible. The November
timing of the event, too,
makes this a perfect
shopping opportunity for
one-of-a-kind holiday gifts.
PORTALS Gallery is
located inside the Island
Savings Centre at 2687
James Street in Duncan.
For more info please visit:
https://cowichanvalleyarts
council.ca

REGULAR |

Recipe

Flashback

Hello from November 2003 edition

D

ear readers,
here you find a
cover of the edition from
November 2003. This was
when the magazine began
being published in Mill
Bay Centre, when Tina
and David Knott had just
moved into the new office.
South Cowichan Life had
been introduced back in
1993 when the Cowichan
Press Inc. was located in the
Baycedar Mall. As a paper
media trying to survive
the Internet Age, it’s
dedicated to covering local
topics while supporting
local businesses. All of the
publication process, editing,
design and printing / binding,
have all been done in the shop
of the Cowichan Press Inc.
In this 15 years old
edition, you will see familiar
author names and columns
there, as well as some
advertisements, business
names, community groups.
The production technologies
became different: traditional

offset presses have been
replaced by fully digital
presses, and all layout
and designs have been
streamlined directly from
Computer to Press (CtP).
Several years ago, we started
to use a full colour gloss
cover – although I agree
the elegance of the
previous bi-tone design
cannot be replaced.
In 15 years, a
teenager has become
a wage earner or
started her/his
own business,
or even a young
parent, a family
grown bigger. Some certain
things we value would stay
as we change.
We’ll upload a digital
version of the November
2003 magazine to cowpress.
ca/southcowichanlife
It would not be possible
for us to walk this long way
without your continued
support. Thank you!
South Cowichan Life

FEATURE | BY ERIC YAN

REGULAR | BY CAITLIN MCKENNA

Realtor Advice

The importance of a home inspection

Y

ou’re likely aware that
buying a home is one of
the largest investments you
will make in your lifetime!
Before you buy, make sure
you’re making an informed
decision, and eliminate
the potential for surprises
by hiring an independent,
qualified home inspector to
review the property. These
tradespeople are highly
trained in current local
building and safety codes,
have extensive knowledge of

modern building materials,
and report on their findings
in an impartial manner.
Home inspections can
take between two to four
hours to complete, depending
on the size and age of the
home. Inspectors typically
examine structural components where deterioration
may be suspected, visually
inspect the roof, chimneys,
skylights and gutters, look
for leaks in piping systems,
check for drainage, and test

water pressure in faucets and
other plumbing fixtures.
Inspectors will also review
the home’s electrical system
by inspecting outlets and
main service panels, and
report any evidence of water
penetration in the home.
Home inspectors do not
predict the life expectancy of
a roof, perform water tests, or
disturb insulation, nor do they
inspect structures that are
not part of the main building
(storage sheds, swimming
pools or tennis courts).
Within a few days, the
Inspector will produce a
detailed report, complete
with photos and descriptions
of any potential concerns or
issues for further discussion.
Most reports also include
a seasonal maintenance
checklist, as well as a cost
and repair estimate.
Considering the small
cost versus the overall
price of the home, having

a home inspection makes
great financial sense and
can save Buyers hundreds
to thousands of dollars if
hidden defects, deferred
maintenance problems,
or substandard structural
issues are discovered and
negotiated on.
Different inspectors offer
various services, with some
specializing in things like
thermal imaging or air quality
assessment. It is important
to ask your potential home
inspector for information
on their professional qualifications and affiliations, in
addition to conducting your
own research and checking
with Consumer Protection BC.
Often, a separate inspection is
required for septic systems,
so be sure to ask around
based on your circumstances
and request a breakdown of
what is and is not inspected,
so you can make sure your
specific needs are met.

Caitlin McKenna, is a licensed real estate
professional serving the Cowichan Valley. She can be
reached at 250-510-6085

REGULAR | MEGHAN SEAL

Around the Bay
Cherry Point Nature Park

Bay in Satellite Channel.
Upon
arriving at the
parking lot,
which was too
full for our
vehicle, we
realized that
the grapevine
is pretty big.
Many other
people had
heard that the
fish were biting.
The tide
was in. We
made our way
to a quiet area
along the beach

I

was thankful for that
last stretch of sunny days
before the rain came to
hover over the Valley.
My family and I headed
to Cherry Point Nature Park
on a Sunday morning to check
out the fishing situation.
Through the grapevine,
we heard that Coho Salmon
have been caught from the
beach at Cherry Point
which is part way between
Cowichan Bay and Mill

and began to
play and watch
Stu enter the water in his
hip-waders. I sat on the
beach in the sun, wearing
short sleeves, watching the
kids play and Stu cast his
line into the shallow water.
At one point, the calm waters
in front of us had ten men,
all fishing from some sort
of vessel ranging from
paddle boards, kayaks and
floppy old tin row boats.
The sound of the boat
traffic through Satellite

Channel was constant in
the background, just like
a highway. Many boaters
were taking advantage of
the balmy fall weather. The
maple trees that lined the
beach boasted fall colours,
emitting a warm feeling.
The kids played carelessly, collecting shells and
making seaweed soup,
getting healthy dirt under
their fingernails. It was nice
to sit and listen to them play,
completely entertained by
the nature around them.
No devices or TV. Soon
the boots and socks were
removed and pant legs rolled
up. The cold water didn’t
phase either one of them as
the tide slowly receded away
from the coastline.

Cherry Point Nature
Park is CVRD Park that
is open year round from
dawn until dusk. There are
picnic tables and the beach
is adjacent to the parking lot,
so great for little kids to get
right to playing.
We didn’t go home with
a fish on the day of our visit,
which is okay; the idea of
fishing from shore brought
us to the beach, and reminded
us that we have access to an
amazing beach, close to home.
Located in Cobble Hill
at the end of Garnett Road
off of Cherry Point Road
(Near the Cherry Point
Vineyard), this is a great
place to visit with your family.
https://www.cvrd.bc.ca/187/
Cherry-Point-Nature-Park

REGULAR | BY JADA

SHAWNIGAN MILL BAY
AUTO PARTS (1992) LTD.
250-743-3355

Pioneer Square

Hair Facts

Colouring your own hair versus a trip to the salon

P

icking out a box of hair
colour at the drug store
may seem like a bargain, but
you should know that there
are certain pitfalls.
Those glamorous pictures
on boxes of hair colour may
catch your eye with their
striking shades, but it’s vital
to keep in mind that the
colour may not necessarily
turn out the same on you.
If you look closely at the
hair of a child or a woman
whose hair you absolutely
love, you’ll notice there are
many shades of colour. Allover colour from a box is
basically a wash of one
colour. If one-dimensional
hair is not what you want,
you might be better off getting highlights or lowlights
at a salon. A professional
knows how to mix colours
and tones in a way that is
most flattering.
Non-permanent means
it isn’t permanent, right?
So, what could possibly
go wrong? The fact is that
most box dyes on the shelf
are still permanent, no
matter what the label says.
Even though the colour
may fade with washing,

the colour itself continues
to coat the shaft of the hair.
This affects the outcome of
the next colour application
because the residual colour
and tones are literally still
on your hair. You need
to understand that any
box colour you choose
is a major commitment,
whether it’s advertised as
temporary or not.
Dry or damaged hair is
very porous. You run the risk
of an unexpectedly darker
colour if you dye hair that
is super dry, damaged or
has already been chemically processed (including
straightened, permed or
previously coloured hair).
You may end up with dark
ends and beautiful colour
only at your crown. In fact,
if you repeatedly colour
your own hair at home you
should only apply the dye to
the crown and not the ends
of your hair. Applying new
colour does not lift old
colour, and repeatedly
colouring the ends of your
hair will cause dry damaged
hair where the dye has been
applied over and over again.
If you have previously

Mill Bay Marina
250-743-4303
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Tidal Heights for Fulford Harbour
Time Zone is PDT - Units are in Feet

Tidal Heights at Fulford Harbour, British Columbia
Time Zone is PDT

Thu 01 Nov
Fri 02 Nov
Sat 03 Nov

Units are feet

5:13
6:19
1:10

2.5L
3.2L
7.7H

13:27
14:11
7:26

10.7H
10.7H
4.0L

19:50
20:39
14:49

7.4L
6.5L
10.7H

Time Zone changes to PST

23:07

7.8H

21:20

5.4L

Units are feet

Sun 04 Nov
Mon 05 Nov
Tue 06 Nov
Wed 07 Nov0
Thu 08 Nov
Fri 09 Nov
Sat 10 Nov
Sun 11 Nov
Mon 12 Nov
Tue 13 Nov

1:49
3:10
4:16
5:14
6:07
6:58
7:49
0:34
1:14
1:57

8.0H
8.5H
9.1H
9.6H
10.0H
10.4H
10.6H
1.6L
2.0L
2.4L

7:28
8:24
9:16
10:06
10:58
11:55
12:58
8:41
9:34
10:27

4.7L
5.5L
6.2L
6.9L
7.5L
8.0L
8.3L
10.8H
10.8H
10.8H

Wed 14 Nov

2:43

3.0L

11:17

10.7H

Thu 15 NovG
Fri 16 Nov
Sat 17 Nov

3:35
4:32
5:34

3.7L
4.4L
5.0L

12:02
12:40
13:12

Sun 18 Nov
Mon 19 Nov
Tue 20 Nov
Wed 21 Nov
Thu 22 Nov@

1:11
2:31
3:32
4:24
5:11

7.2H
7.7H
8.3H
8.9H
9.6H

Fri 23 Nov

5:58

Sat 24 Nov
Sun 25 Nov
Mon 26 Nov

6:46
7:36
0:15

Tue 27 Nov

14:22
14:52
15:20
15:46
16:11
16:34
16:58
14:10
15:33
17:13

10.6H
10.5H
10.4H
10.2H
10.0H
9.7H
9.3H
8.5L
8.5L
8.2L

20:57
21:33
22:09
22:44
23:19
23:56

4.4L
3.4L
2.6L
2.0L
1.6L
1.5L

17:21
17:43
17:59

9.0H
8.6H
8.2H

10.6H
10.4H
10.2H

19:23
19:42
20:04

7.2L
6.5L
5.8L

21:00
23:26

7.2H
7.0H

6:35
7:29
8:17
9:02
9:47

5.6L
6.1L
6.6L
7.1L
7.6L

13:38
14:00
14:20
14:39
14:59

10.1H
9.9H
9.9H
9.8H
9.9H

20:28
20:51
21:16
21:44
22:16

5.0L
4.1L
3.1L
2.2L
1.3L

10.1H

10:34

8.1L

15:21

9.9H

22:52

0.7L

10.6H
10.9H
0.3L

11:26
12:23
8:27

8.5L
8.8L
11.1H

15:49
16:23
13:31

9.9H
9.8H
8.9L

23:32

0.3L

17:01

9.6H

1:02

0.6L

9:19

11.2H

14:49

8.8L

17:47

9.2H

Wed 28 Nov
Thu 29 NovT

1:51
2:43

1.2L
2.2L

10:09
10:56

11.2H
11.2H

16:13
17:32

8.4L
7.6L

18:46
20:20

8.6H
7.9H

Fri 30 Nov

3:38

3.3L

11:39

11.2H

18:33

6.6L

22:37

7.4H

processed your hair or have
dry hair, seek out the help
of a professional for your
new colour.
If you want to dye your
hair yourself, never go more
than two shades lighter or
darker than your natural
hair colour. Drastic hair
colour changes should always
be left to the pros or you’ll be
left with brassy hair, orange
hair, or hair that’s just disappointing. If that happens,
it may require numerous
trips to the salon to fix
the problem and a heftier
price tag than if you had
gone to the professionals in
the first place.
Remember that there
are chemicals in the dye that
affect everyone differently,

so the rule of thumb is to
read the instructions thoroughly and do a skin test
before committing to the
process. These tests take 24
to 48 hours, so make sure
to take this into account
when planning your DIY.

No guarantees as to the correctness of this data are made or implied. Do not rely on it to make decisions
which can result in harm to anyone or anything.

Mill Bay’s
Auto/Marine
Parts Store
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JUST LISTED
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$889,000

$599,900

$599,500

$419,900

4276 Camusa Rd., Malahat

2501 Fawn Rd., Mill Bay

#9-1584 Adelaide St, Crofton

6130 B Sayward Rd, Duncan

Stunning ocean views! Very private 3,400
sq. ft. West-Coast rancher with walk-out
basement on 2.2 acres. Nice hobby room
downstairs. Shop. Two car garage, RV
parking. Beautiful grounds. Gated property
located in a serene community with 130
acres of forest and 2,000 feet of waterfront.

P

Gorgeous 2,610 sq. ft. home in popular Deer
Park. Well-maintained 4 bdrm., 3 bath. home
rests on a beautifully landscaped 0.45 acre
lot backing onto creek. Fully ﬁnished one
bedroom in-law suite downstairs. Fish pond.
Double garage. Shed. RV parking. Mature
landscaping. Great location close to schools.

Great Ocean Views! Modern, sophisticated
West-Coast masterpiece takes luxury
living to new heights! Superb 5 bedroom,
3 bathroom home oﬀers 2,217 sq. ft. of
dramatic design with stunning custom
ﬁnishing. Heat pump, some appliances,
double garage. Under construction!

Brand new half-duplex nicely appointed
with superior ﬁnishing and attention to details!
Located on a quiet street, this 1,727 sq. ft.
home has an excellent ﬂoor plan perfect for
a family or a young couple and oﬀers 3 large
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, 9' ceilings, gorgeous
kitchen. Easy care yard. Under construction!

ILATES PLUS
FITNESS STUDIO

Small private studio
with recreation centre
pricing

Call today!

Yoga • Pilates • Reformer
Fitness for EVERY body
250-889-1819

www.pilatesplusfitnessstudio.com

Available online at: www.southcowichanlife.ca

